This Space
For Rent
By bullhead.gif ~ Daily Bull

bullhead.gif here again.
Other than presiding over
the Bull every day, I’ve got
an important job to do:
make sure you know about
our incredibly low advertising rates. They’re so low
these days that practically
any budget can afford ‘em.

How low is low? For a
paltry $12, a box a bit
bigger than this can be
yours for one day. Or
if you want to advertise
every day, it’s only $8 a
day. With an outreach
of 800+ readers across
campus every day, how
could you go wrong?
As my Papa used to say,
“Garbanzo.”
Interested? We’ve got sizes
and rates for all budgets,
so email bull@mtu.edu for
more details! Otherwise,
budget some for next year!

Misery Bay: Prime Vacation Destination!

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Things to fill balloons with

By Bryne Jusy ~ Daily Bull

Spring break is just days away folks,
and everyone seems to be going
somewhere (excepting the janitors,
those poor souls…). I myself am going on a long journey to faraway, alien
lands; travel is a joy of life second
only to the sense of self importance
and personal worth that comes with
a good round of group circumlocution.

ciously clear why Misery bay is simply
to die for...

Cyanide
Acetylene Gas
The blood of the innocent
Mechanically separated meat
Unholy water
Strawberry Yoo hoo
Peanut Butter
Syrup
Unspeakable Fluids
Slushie
Ear wax
Rabid Chipmunks
Cancer
BEER
Fail
Grease
Balloons
Liquid Oxygen
Condoms
Health Potion
VX nerve Gas
Agent Orange
T-Virus

Location! Misery Bay is located not an
hour’s drive from Houghton; just far
enough away from nearby towns that
you have no chance to make it back to
society if some raving psycho with an
axe shows up, yet not far enough
away to be removed from those
queer members of the nearby
town, Misery Bay is a prime
camping spot for young, innocent, unsuspecting college
students such as yourselves!

Sadly, many lack
the funds to travel this world and
others, remaining
grounded here
in Michigan. Woe
Price? Most camp
be to ye all, bereft
sites cost massive
of the joys of the
amounts of money
break, torn from
for the assor ted
I love Misery Bay!
that tantalizing
facilities; working
possibility, that fleeting glimpse of un- bathroom, landscaped sites, emergraspable happiness… Well, you can gency phones, hiding places… Not
rejoice for I have taken it upon myself this one! You only have to pay a modto find a solution to your dilemma est entry fee and a whole chunk of
which is no doubt eating at your very land is yours! You have so much room
soul even now (if you indeed possess you wouldn’t even notice if your noisy
such a deficiency, which you surely neighbors who you said hi to earlier
do). Pack up your stuff and stop by in the day mysteriously vanish halfway
Misery Bay for a good time this break! through the night. The staff at this place
The following should make it deli...see Adventures! on back

99 more days until the World Cup,
99 more days to go...

AIDS
Hopes and dreams
Toe jam
AIDES
Hanging chads
Mayonnaise
Dildos
Needles
Skunk juice
Chalk powder
Lightning
Michael Bay-loon
Sewage
Colorado Children
Balloon boy
Tears of John McCain
Car exhaust
Farts
Snow
Powerthirst
Purple Drank
Jagerbombs
Chloroform

PIZZA
Mo’ Better Pizza!

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

Any man who wants to be
president is either an egomaniac
or crazy.
~ Dwight D. Eisenhower

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the rest of the week!

10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
But you gotta ask for it and show us your MTU ID—because we
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...Adventures! from front

makes a fortune from stuff left over from previous campers after they…
depart… This means savings for you!
*Reputation* Misery Bay has the perfect reputation for a camp site; only a
somewhat small number have heard of it, but it is nice enough to draw a
significant portion of fresh blood!
Fun Activities! Misery Bay has a great view of the lake, and if you hike out a
little bit from the inviting campsite, you can make it around onto a nearby
sand peninsula to play volleyball or soccer or something with your friends
while strange creatures most certainly don’t watch you from the woods! As
dusk starts to fall, it is easy to assume that you and your friends could get
back to your campsite with no issue given that it is within sight of the sand
bar, separated from it only by a thin strip of water filled with happy marine
plants that nothing sinister could possibly lurk within, watching, waiting for
the order… Even better, you could drink a large amount of alcohol while
you enjoy yourselves, rendering your precious, fleshy bodies unable to
move quickly.
My recommendation: The place is great, guys. You should seriously go there.
I went there and absolutely nothing happened to me, nothing changed. I
promise. I slept away from the group because I wanted to. You trust me,
don’t you? It’s fun, it’s easy, it’s helping a greater cause than your narrow
minds could possibly understand, and you could all be part of a higher cause
if only you went to camp there overnight with your friends… Preferably, go
in small groups. Who knows, you might even see me there!
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

Sunshine’s Searcher: Carnivorous Dinosaurs
ABELISAURUS
AEROSTEON
ANCHIORNIS
APPALACHIOSAURUS
BAMBIRAPTOR
BARYONYX
CARNOTAURUS
CITIPATI
COELOPHYSIS
DEINONYCHUS
DILONG
DROMICEIOMIMUS
ENIGMOSAURUS
EOCARCHARIA
FRUITADENS
GALLIMIMUS
GOJIRASAURUS
HAPLOCHEIRUS
HUAXIAGNATHUS
IRRITATOR
JURAVENATOR
KHAAN
LIMUSAURUS
MAJUNGATHOLUS

MARSHOSAURUS
MEGALOSAURUS
MONONYKUS
NEMEGTOMAIA
NQWEBASAURUS
ORNITHOLESTES
OVIRAPTOR
PROTARCHAEOPTERYX
PYRORAPTOR
RUGOPS
SAUROPHAGANAX
SCIPIONYX
SKORPIOVENATOR
SPINOSAURUS
TARBOSAURUS
TROODON
TYRANNOSAURUS
REX
UTAHRAPTOR
VELOCIRAPTOR
XUANHANOSAURUS
ZUPAYSAURUS

*Bonus word: The food item that you can
get in Fisher on Thursday afternoons*
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

The battle rages on!
Length! Girth! Paper! Plastic! Red fish! Blue fish! Here at the Bull, we try and appease
all sides of the issue: boredom. We’ve got pretty much everything these days, but if
you think we’re missing something, let us know! Hit us up at bull@mtu.edu!

